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First date secured! Now
what about the second?
I Wanna Know What Love Is —
Foreigner

My Girl — The Temptations

Careless Whisper — George
Michael
PHOTO COURTESY OF Getty Images
By Emily White
LIFESTYLES SENIOR REPORTER

D

ating is hard. There, I said it. It doesn’t matter
where you live, who you are or how old you are,
dating is one of the most difficult games to play.
For the record, I hate it when people refer to dating as
a game. I think dating should be transparent, but that’s
just not the reality of it. People (myself included) are just
too scared of being shot down, which makes dating much
more difficult.
Still, first dates occasionally come our way, but how can
you secure a second date?

1. Be yourself

Don’t even think about ignoring this one, because it’s
the most important point I’m going to make in this entire
article. Let me say this loudly for the people in the back:
You are the most fun, kind, beautiful person when you’re
being true to yourself. I’ve just learned that people actually like me when I’m quirky, loud and slightly obnoxious because that’s who I am. Be as transparent as you
can on your first date and I promise, they will like you
(unless they’re a jerk, so you aren’t losing much). Being a
“nice girl” is the biggest mistake I’ve made in my dating
career because the truth is, I’m not a nice girl. I’m not
polite, quiet and I don’t put up with bad behavior. When
I decided that I didn’t want to lie to my dates, I started
having more fun and people liked me more. Trust me,
you are worth a second date as you are. You don’t have
to pretend to be someone else to be liked.

2. Focus on having fun.

Ninety-nine percent of the time, first dates involve fun
activities, so have a good time. It’s hard to put down the

huge pack of anxiety and fear we bring on dates, I know.
Still, the best remedy to my anxiety has always been
escaping in joy. Let yourself live a little. Laugh a lot, and
have a good time.

Gimme Love — Joji

3. Talk about the second date while you’re on
the first date

Your date is never going to ask you out again if they
think you aren’t interested, so give them signs that you
like them. Joke around, listen to them, ask sincere questions and find out what you have in common. Talking
about movies is my go to move; if they haven’t seen my
favorite movie, I say “we have to watch it together” and
if they are down, they’ll agree. Boom, second date.

4. Leave them wanting more.

Don’t let the date go on for too long, if you can help it.
The last thing you want is to have your date exhausted
by the end of the night, so keep things short. Be sure to
give them time to talk, too. Don’t reveal too much about
yourself, remember, they should want to get to know you
more.

Love Story — Taylor Swift

Kiss You — One Direction

5. This date doesn’t determine your worth

Not every date is going to end well. Not every date will
be fun. But your confidence shouldn’t come from whether or not you’re going out with someone. Your worth is
not dependent on people’s opinions of you. Dates are
great, second dates are better and being confident in
yourself is best.
—emily.white@usu.edu
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By Sage Souza
LIFESTYLES REPORTER

G

ary Chapman, Ph.D. published “The 5 Love Languages:
The Secret to Love that Lasts” in 2007, and this groundbreaking work has remained on the New York Times
best-sellers list since. As a renowned relationship and marriage
counselor, Chapman analyzed years of his notes to boil common
relationship tensions down to a difference in how individuals give
and receive love. Thus “The 5 Love Languages” — physical touch,
quality time, acts of service, words of affirmation and giving gifts
— was born.
Despite having more modes of communication now than literally
anybody before, people seem to be communicating less honestly
and efficiently. While there is undoubtedly plenty — maybe even
an excess — of talking, there is a notable deficiency in communicating. Finding out how you give and receive love is an excellent
way to recognize potential disconnects in communication with
your partner, friends, family and coworkers. Furthermore, using
your partner’s love language is an excellent way to communicate
with them (and vice versa).
To take the official quiz to determine how you give and receive
love, visit 5lovelanguages.com
“I just called to say I love you.” — Stevie Wonder, “At the Close
of a Century”
Perhaps most obviously, for people whose primary love language
is words of affirmation, communication comes via the tried and
true way: speaking. If a loved one values words of affirmation,
showing appreciation through saying “I love you” or giving sincere
compliments are easy indicators of your affection. Telling your
partner how you feel explicitly (good or bad) will likely warrant
the most honest (i.e. least frustrated) response from them.
“Everytime we touch I swear I could fly.” — Cascada, “Platinum”
For those who prefer physical touch, the easiest way to demonstrate your love is through a lot of the puke-inducing sickeningly

cute stuff you mock in public and yearn for in private — sharing headphones, sitting side-by-side, holding hands, etc. When
breaching a difficult topic, it can also help ease the tension with
similar comforting touches to invite your partner to be more
attuned to what you are trying to say.
“And you can have it all / Anything you want / I can bring,
give you the finer things” — Justin Bieber, “My World 2.0”
While giving gifts can seem like a band-aid solution or kind of
schmoozy, there is grace and sweetness in giving surprise gifts.
Nothing tells somebody you love them more than a small gift that
shows they were thinking of you — and on the flip side, having
a cinnamon roll or a succulent in hand definitely won’t hurt the
next time you need to apologize or air your grievances.
“I wanna know you better / Let’s spend some time together”
— Def Leppard, “X”
Quality time is like butter, cream and/or sugar — you add one
of those things (or all three) and it makes whatever you’re making
taste better. When compounded with other love languages —
probably in particular words of affirmation and physical touch
— quality time has the ability to magnify the opportunity for your
partner to be open to what you are trying to communicate.
“More than words to show you feel / That your love for me is
real” — Extreme, “Extreme II: Pornograffiti”
Probably the hardest love language to become an expert at,
acts of service is also probably the most appreciated. Being able
to serve somebody else aptly, and in a way they truly need, is an
applicable skill in and outside of romantic relationships, and an
excellent way to communicate your feelings of appreciation. And
serving somebody even though you both might not be in the most
communicative states of mind shows that you love and appreciate
them regardless, which in turn can ease negative feelings on both
sides.
—sage.souza@usu.edu
@sageksouza
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Romantic
milestones
are arbitrary
I

n 2017, a letter appeared in the Daily Utah Chronicle. The writer, Shaelyn Barber,
discussed how, as a child, she assumed 21 was the perfect age to get married. Writing the letter just a few days shy of her 21st birthday, though, she reflected on how
unprepared she is for marriage. “I’m currently single and have been for the last two
years, minus the occasional short fling,” she wrote. “In Utah that means I’m practically
an old maid.”
Especially in Utah, there can be a lot of social pressure to reach romantic milestones in
life by a certain time. Many people start dating when they turn 16, and the average age
of marriage is 24 for women and 26 for men. This is well below the national average of
27 and 29, respectively (there was no data available for nonbinary people).
This pressure is intensified in Utah but is present across our entire culture. The norm
is still overwhelmingly to settle down, marry, and have kids. Women, in particular, are
encouraged to find partners as soon as they can, with people frequently citing the concern of the “biological clock.”
But for many people, trying to follow this path only causes stress and
heartache.
Given social pressures, and the fact that LGBTQ+ people
are a marginalized group, it can be hard to find a
compatible life partner. Many LGBTQ+
people might have to wait longer
than others to find partners if they
want them. Aromantic and/or
asexual people may
not want long-term

partners at all.
But cisgender heterosexual people may also not follow the traditional path, or may
take longer than others whether due to illness, focusing on education or career, lack of
opportunity, or other reasons.
The pressure to be in a relationship is especially intense around Valentine’s day. With
stores decked out in red hearts and teddy bears and every advertisement selling gifts for
a significant other, this can be a hard time of year to not be in a relationship.
Even if you feel like the only single person in the world, though, you aren’t alone. In
fact, about 45% of adults in the US were unmarried as of 2018. Whether you’re single
by chance or choice, you aren’t behind, and you’re in a unique position to enjoy life
outside of a relationship and focus on your own needs.
For people who want relationships but aren’t in one: it’s okay to take longer than some
people.
It’s okay if you haven’t had your first kiss or first significant other, or if it’s been a long
time since you’ve been on a date (especially given the pandemic!). You aren’t behind,
and it isn’t too late. There’s plenty of time ahead of you to form relationships, and you
don’t come with an expiration date.
And for people who are happier being single: that’s great! It’s wonderful that you
know what you want and are confident enough to follow it, despite societal pressures.
Not forcing yourself into relationships you don’t want to be a part of is an act of selflove.
People have all sorts of reasons for being “behind” the arbitrary romantic milestones
others expect. All these reasons are okay.
This Valentine’s season, as people around you celebrate their romantic relationships,
take time to appreciate your other relationships, which are just as meaningful. Connect
with family and friends, and most of all connect with yourself. The majority of people
may see Valentine’s Day as a day for romance, but at the heart of it is love.
Whoever you feel it for, however you experience it, it matters, and you deserve love.
Katelyn Allred is an opinion writer in her junior year of college.
She’s studying English with an emphasis in creative writing and
enjoys reading, listening to podcasts, and baking.
—katelyn.allred@usu.edu

PHOTO BY Lizzy Driggs

he term “love” has its own history.
If my limited knowledge of etymology — but
my practiced ability to Google — is to be trusted,
“love” can trace itself all the way back to the Proto-Indo-European root “leubh-,” meaning “to care, desire,
love.”
Since Proto-Indo-European is actually a hypothetical
common ancestor of Indo-European languages, we draw
evidence of its existence from other languages. The root
“leubh-” forms part of the Sanskrit lubhyati (“desires”),
the Latin lubet and later libet (“pleases”). The Old English lufu (“feeling of love; romantic sexual attraction”),
the German liebe (“love”). It also forms part of words like
“belief” or “believe” or “leave.”
We write songs about being in love, fill pages with poetry trying to capture it. We create films and choreograph
dances to express what it is to be in love, or to lose it. We
write novels chronicling the experience. Humans love to
be in love. But so often we focus on the being in love, and
maybe not enough on actually loving that those cliche stories of heartbreak are all too familiar to us.
Love is also often referenced as sacrifice or martyrdom
in movies and books. Sacrificing what we want for some-

see the familiar in new ways, to reexamine what appears
to have always been there with the assumption that there
is more than meets the eye. This fundamentally goes
against what we are indirectly taught through consumer
culture, that we should only choose what pleases us. It
conflicts with the fairy tale-like assumption that at some
point we’ll come across someone perfect for us and it’ll all
make sense, that if we simply become disenchanted with
our current partner it means the right one is out there
somewhere.
We use these ideas — being in love and loving — often interchangeably, but the chasm between them feels
so vast. I don’t want to live my life consumed by my infatuation with another person. Sure, being in love can be
exciting and new. But being in love and loving someone
are not the same.
Both love and the phenomenon of being in love are rooted in intrinsically human needs, as were these terms/
phrases when they were born into our languages. Loving
someone, though, is ancient. It is written into the behavioral makeup of humanity — a psychological adaptation.
At some point, it became better for us to live in groups,
to find and share resources communally, and to form pair
bonds in order to help our offspring survive into adulthood.
Love is a choice we make. We must choose to stay, we
must choose to listen, we must choose to share our space
with someone else. Seeing them not as an extension of
our experiences of them, but as living, breathing persons
who can, and inevitably will, change. Where being in love
feels like our brains just took a 90 degree drop on a rollercoaster, loving someone is rooted in the mundane.
The cyclical sprawl of our lives are all we have. We wake
up, we do things, we go to bed, we repeat. That love is
possible within the monotonous march of time should be
reassuring, if daunting. Because, while love requires flexibility, it also needs vulnerability.
I think the truth is that the feeling of being in love, in
a long term relationship, can change. It doesn’t have
to end in disappointment or heartbreak. It can become
something resembling trust. Instead of being about fulfillment and comfort and excitement, it can become more
sustainable. But I think this only happens if we allow it to
become more about sharing life, and the love that comes
with it, rather than about the high of being in love.

Taelor is the opinion manager for
the Statesman. She grew up in Raleigh, North Carolina. She is an avid
reader, drinks coffee religiously, and
makes music sometimes.
—taelor.candiloro@usu.edu

PHOTO BY Ali Yahya on Unsplash
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Being in
love vs.
loving
someone
T

one else or compromising our desires for those of our
partner. Maybe sometimes compromise is necessary, but I
don’t think sacrifice should be part of the deal.
If we feel like our relationships are built around sacrifice,
are they genuinely balanced relationships? I haven’t been
alive all that long, but if twenty-five years has taught me
anything, it’s that there’s a difference between a savior
complex and actually loving someone.
Being in love is just a story we tell or perform to ourselves; glamorous, pretty and exciting – psychologically
equivalent to a cocaine high. Being in love requires that
it be new and uncharted, that it be an experience at every turn, that it evoke feeling (whether gut-wrenching or
heart-lifting). Being in love carries with it an obligation to
be interesting, missing the point completely of what loving the people in our lives really means. And relying too
much on the feeling of being in love can pave the way for
eventual disenchantment and disappointment.
Looking back on my current relationship, there were
many opportunities for my partner and I to decide to
leave one another. We could have elected not to renew
our lease, simply gone our separate ways. Why it never
came to that, and why we rarely fought during a time
of intense financial instability, seems to be tied to silent
choices that we each made (and continue to make).
Instead of being disappointed and frustrated with our
circumstances, I think we both had decided that if we
were, individually, suffering, then the other person probably was, too, in ways that weren’t necessarily there on the
surface. We had to allow each other to deal with the stress
of that instability as individuals, knowing that it would
change each of us in mutually exclusive ways.
This kind of empathy should definitely have boundaries. However, my point (I guess) is that loving someone
means ceasing to see them as an extension of your experience of them. Being in love is all about feeling and
emotion, but genuinely loving someone has to come as
something other than lubhyati or lufu.
Loving someone, I think, is flexibility. It is learning to
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By Jacee Caldwell
NEWS REPORTER

My chemical romance

R

omantic comedies such as “The Notebook,” “The
Fault in our Stars” and “10 Things I Hate About
You,” all have one thing in common: love.

These movies show love can be found through sacrifice, desire and vulnerability; whether or not a person
may be looking for those things.

We watch these movies hoping we too will find that
perfect person to fall in love with and live our happily
ever after.
But what if love had a formula? What if it was
something that we could control and had less to do
with our hearts and more to do with actual scientific
chemistry? It’s a complicated answer.

According to an article written by Harvard microbiologist Katherine Wu and Rutgers anthropologist Helen
Fisher, love can be broken down into three different
categories: love, attraction and attachment.

“Though there are overlaps and subtleties to each,
each type is characterized by its own set of hormones,”
Wu wrote. “Testosterone and estrogen drive lust; dopamine, norepinephrine, and serotonin create attraction,
and oxytocin and vasopressin mediate attachment.”
With each of these categories or steps comes feelings
some may describe as “butterflies” and reactions like
sweaty palms, a fast-beating heart or loss of concentration.

And, have you ever thought about why you can never
see those red flags when you’re in the beginning stages
with your new crush? Science explains that too.

CNN reports “the brain on love deactivates the amygdala, which controls the perception of fear, anger and sadness. At the same time,
the brain dampens the ability of our mid and frontal cortex to use logic, criticize or
think clearly. We literally suspend our ability to analyze and judge the object of our
affection.”
Missy Kofoed, a professor at Utah State University with a Ph.D. in biochemistry,
explains that, chemically speaking, love is a result from the release of a group of
molecules. These molecules, called neurotransmitters, act as chemical messengers
between neurons in the brain.
Although this may all sound like it’s meant to discount love and try to convince
you true love is not a real thing, it’s really only telling one side of the story.

The fact that the feeling of love stems from the brain, rather than the heart, is
very true. However, the topic of love being a complete chemical reaction is actually
somewhat of a controversy.

Parashkev Nachev, in his article on BBC Future, argues “if the neural mechanisms
of love were simple, you should be able to induce it with an injection, to extinguish
it with a scalpel while leaving everything else intact.”
Nachev also points out that labeling love as just being brain chemistry totally
misses the point.
“Like art,” he said, “love is more than the sum of its parts.”

Statesman File Photo

Kofoed agreed with this statement.

“The reasons behind how, why and when people experience love goes beyond
being able to describe love as just a simple chemical reaction,” she said.

We can control how we feel and what emotions we choose to express. Wu said it
best when she stated that, ultimately, everyone is more than capable of defining
love for themselves.
—Jacee.Caldwell@usu.edu

By Jacee Caldwell
NEWS REPORTER

F

ebruary, the season of love, brings Valentine’s day,
a lot of chocolates, romantic movies and flowers.
However, February also brings us another unofficial holiday celebrating best girlfriends and being single:
Galentine’s Day.
This celebration, which takes place every year on Feb.
13, is described as a “single-safe holiday” by Cosmopolitan Magazine, and was originally created by the TV show
“Parks and Recreation” in 2010.
In season two, episode 16 of the show, the main character, Leslie Knope, creates Galentine’s Day as an excuse
to “leave our husbands and boyfriends at home and just
come and kick it breakfast style.”
Of course, no holiday goes without gifts. In this episode
Knope showers all of her besties with personalized and
thoughtful presents to show her love and appreciation
for them. Who wouldn’t want that?
Although Galentine’s Day isn’t technically a real holiday,
it definitely isn’t a celebration to pass up. Galentine’s Day
is all about recognizing the importance of female friendships, expressing all the different types of love, bonding
over relatable experiences and appreciating all that your
besties really do for you.
The main purpose of Galentine’s Day is, of course, to
celebrate. However, an article from Allina Health said it
can be crucial for your mental health too.
The article explains that women typically share intimate
details and memories of their lives with each other that
they may not in other relationships. This includes male
friends and partners.
“Those experiences and the shared memories they create help you find joy and meaning in everyday life,” the
article said. “All of these benefits add up to be a powerful
influence on your mental health, which, in turn, affects
your physical health.”
Another benefit to Galentine’s Day is it’s relevance for
all girls, regardless of their relationship status.
Galentine’s Day allows single gals to party so they can
celebrate without having to constantly wish they had a
significant other. Gals in relationships can take a day to
recognize all the different types of love they have.
Maybree Spilsbury, a sophomore at Utah State University–and huge fan of Galentine’s Day–recently created
an event that includes this fictional holiday to prove that
“single” doesn’t mean there’s nothing to celebrate in
February.
Spilsbury was inspired to start this event when she

PHOTO BY Bailey Rigby

realized none of her roommates at the time had had a
date all semester.
Before the event, participants receive an “about you”
questionnaire. Then Spilsbury takes the answers and
pairs participants up with someone else. After that, participants show up to the event and find their “match.”
Spilsbury said the best part of the experience and hosting the event is “seeing how many people become friends
after it. There were a lot of people who are still friends to
this day because they met there.”
Spilsbury, along with all the other gals who choose to
find unique ways to celebrate their female friendships on
Feb. 13, is what has kept this unofficial holiday going for
the last 11 years.
Even companies like Amazon, Hallmark and Party City

recognize Galentine’s Day by selling products like signs,
gift bags, cards, balloons and banners.
USA Today recently wrote an article about gifts to give
to your Galentine — including a heart shaped waffle
maker, face masks, books, a sunflower garden kit, candles and an InnoGear upgraded diffuser.
However you choose to celebrate your female friendships, just remember it is important to do so.
Leslie Knope said it best, “Ladies celebrate ladies.”
—Jacee.Caldwell@usu.edu
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Galentine’s Day:
Ladies celebrate ladies
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Dear diary, sho

Red and green flags to lo
By Darcy Ritchie
LIFESTYLES REPORTER

W

hat should you be looking out for when starting out a new relationship?
Felicia Gallegos, outreach & prevention coordinator for the sexual assault
and anti-violence information office (or SAAVI), shared a few red and
green flags to watch out for in your budding romance.

Red Flag: exerting power or control over you
A partner exerting control over you can manifest in many different ways. Some
examples are name-calling, controlling what you like or post on social media, or constantly checking your location. Some couples are comfortable with sharing locations
and social media accounts, but if you’re being forced to do so, your partner is adding
a level of control to your relationship.

Green Flag: able to communicate
If your partner is able to consistently and clearly communicate across the board,
that’s a good sign. Watch for consistent patterns of communication.

Red Flag: physical and verbal aggression
In a healthy relationship, a couple should be able to talk through conflict without it
reaching a level of aggression.

Green Flag: respects your boundaries
Your partner should always respect your boundaries, and this starts with your interactions online. A good partner will never pressure you to do something you’re uncomfortable with, in real life or over text.

Red Flag: isolation
Watch out for a partner who tries to cut you off from friends, family, and hobbies. In
a healthy relationship, you should have your space, and they should have their space.
and you should have your space as a couple without engulfing each other.

Green Flag: wants to get to know you
A good partner will want to know why you are who you are. It’s a bonus if learning
your boundaries is part of this conversation.

@GageCarling

@tmonson23

Petition to rename the jeep truck
(which is really ugly) to the Juck

I’m too hot to know who’s playing in the
Super Bowl this week
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ould we date?

ook for in a relationship
Red Flag: disrespects boundaries
You should be able to share what you’re comfortable with without being pressured
to do otherwise. Before even beginning a relationship, it’s a good idea to sit down
and talk through your boundaries with yourself.

Green Flag: practices consent
A good partner will practice consent in all aspects of the relationship and will always respect your decisions about what you’re comfortable with.

PHOTOS BY Bailey Rigby

If you feel that you are in a situation where you need help, SAAVI provides confidential victim advocacy and counseling for the Utah State University community. More
information about their services can be found on their website.
—darcy.ritchie@usu.edu
@darcyrrose

Scan the QR
code to visit
SAAVI and see
resources!
PHOTO COURTESY Pexels

@coopylow
Why is Tik Tok equivalent to Forever 21 in
my mind, they have the same vibes.

@quinn_tilt
Sometimes you just gotta wait for
the right job to come along. Excited to announce I will be applying
to be the next CEO of @amazon

@tarren_jessop
Groundhogs Day is just astrology
for people in Philadelphia.
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True Love?

How Hollywood has ruined
the ideal relationship

“L

ove Actually” is a classic rom-com beloved by many, but I cannot stand
that movie.
One of the big reasons I don’t like the film is the infamous card scene
where Mark declares his love for his best friend’s wife, Juliet. Romantic movies, especially rom-coms, tend to reinforce gender roles and forgive attractive people for
dangerous patterns of behavior like stalking, excessive jealousy and overstepping
boundaries.
Another example of the behaviors that Hollywood glamorizes is kissing someone to
stop them from speaking, like the scene at the end of “He’s Just Not That Into You”
between Gigi and Alex. This typically is instigated by the guy, especially when the girl
is defending herself or explaining why something he did was wrong or hurtful. This
reinforces the idea that women have to be complacent and tolerate toxicity and even
abuse from their male partners.
Hollywood also promotes the practice of neglecting friendships for the sake of a relationship. Not only is this detrimental to the friendship, it is also unhealthy to spend
all of your freetime with a significant other. It’s understandable to want to spend time
with your significant other, but you should have friends and hobbies and be able to
exist happily outside of each other.
This reflects a recurring theme in the media: the romatizication of toxic and problematic behaviors. Hollywood isn’t the only guilty party. Hollywood produces toxic
and abusive relationships and social media further glamorizes them and spreads
them to a wider audience.
There are plenty of examples of abusive couples that have a huge fanbase on social
media — Harley Quinn and the Joker are an example of this. The hashtag #Jarley
has over 57,000 posts on Instagram. This makes younger audiences more likely to
see this type of content and normalizes it for them. This negatively impacts their

Ginnifer Goodwin (Gigi) and Justin Long (Alex) in He’s Just Not That Into You (2009) (IMDB)

perception of a healthy relationship and will make it more likely for them to end up
in a toxic and possibly even abusive relationship.
Another problem that social media presents in regards to relationships is the socalled “fear of missing out,” or FOMO. Seeing supposedly-happy couples in your feed
can create FOMO and make you ignore red flags or feel pressured to rush into a relationship that you aren’t ready for. It could also make you stay with a toxic partner
because you don’t want to deal with the stigma of being alone.
FOMO also applies to platonic friendships as well. Seeing people hanging out and
constantly posting about it can make you feel lonely and cause you to maintain
friendships that aren’t good for your mental health. It may also push you to go for
quantity over quality in order to appear likeable and fun.
Social media is not a reliable place to look for examples in regards to healthy relationships because everything is extremely filtered — most people use it as a way to
showcase the highlights. People often leave out the not-so-pretty aspects of a relationship when posting about them on social media.
Healthy relationships are often not portrayed in movies because there isn’t as much
drama for lazy screenwriters to produce. This is bad because it creates repetitive,
tropey movies and normalizes toxic and potentially abusive relationships. Social media can exacerbate this by glamorizing couples in movies and media, as well as contributing to the problem by only portraying the glamorous aspects of relationships.
People aren’t perfect, so writing off every relationship because of annoyances or
frustrations is not healthy. Some behaviors may be normal in one relationship and
toxic in another, there’s a lot of nuance within interpersonal relationships. However,
it is important to acknowledge that your perception of healthy relationships may be
negatively impacted by movies and social media.

Ella Olson is an opinion writer at the Statesman. She’s
originally from Minneapolis, Minnesota and enjoys reading, debate, and hammocking.
—ella.olson@usu.edu
Andrew Lincoln as Mark in Love Actually (2003) (IMDB)
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Some dating experiences are better than others. But at least the not-so-good ones can
make for some hilarious stories. We asked you for your best love stories!
@adam__smart
I only had my drivers permit when I went to homecoming my junior year of high
school so I had to have parents sit in the backseat when I drove my date and I around
@bosleyxjosh
My ex is a hair stylist. she doesn’t post a lot, but a day or two after we broke up she
posted a “top 10 worst products for your hair” on her story and #1 was this conditioner
I had been using for several months. Shortly after she blocked me.
@sarahrosethompson22
On a date we stopped to watch a christmas light show with a donation box. He proudly walked up there and biffed it hard on the ice

Our Campus Hotel
Keeps You Close
Family Stays
Basketball Plays
Romantic Get-Aways

Sometimes, unideal dating experiences can still lead to better times down the road.
@kylie.marsing
We met at work, and I tricked him into taking me on a date. 2 years later…
@sophieeewardle
We had just started dating and he accidentally whacked me in the face when he leaned
in for a kiss. We’ve been dating for 3.5 years
@elizajayne.m
Met in junior high, “dated” in 8th grade, broke up, stayed friends, dated again Sr. Year,
going on 3 yrs!
@kele_kele13
My husband matched with my roommate 3+ years ago...it worked out wonderfully
@brittshigham
I met my now husband 8 years ago on match.com. We were engaged 2 weeks after
meeting.
And sometimes, just some chocolate is good enough.

CALL NOW AND GET OUR STUDENT/ALUMNI RATE
HOTEL.USU.EDU
435.797.0017

@kmama_bear20
Well, my hot chocolate and I are doing very well. We spend lots of time together; it’s
a real treat
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Your Instagram
love stories
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Column: Sports was my first love

O

n the surface level, Sports is entertainment. It’s a
constant, always present outlet from ordinary life.
It evokes feelings of, “oh man today sucked, but
hey, there’s a game on tonight!” But for those who are genuinely devoted to sports, there’s more to it.
Personally, being a sports fan is part of my identity. I’ve
naturally associated myself with teams that I cheer for —
sometimes more so than with teams I’ve been personally a
part of. There’s something inspiring about rooting for something bigger than myself.
I feel the same way as Brad Pitt at the end of Moneyball
when he said, “it’s hard to not be romantic about baseball.”
Sports is: A dream ignitor
My dad woke my six-year-old self up late one summer
night to watch our favorite baseball player — Micheal
Young of the Texas Rangers — hit a go-ahead triple in the
top of the ninth at the MLB all-star game, earning himself
MVP honors.
Being a kid who spent hours in my east Texas back yard
playing baseball, seeing somebody I pretended to be like do

GRAPHIC COURTESY OF Pixabay

something remarkable stuck with me. That instance, along
with others I’ve accumulated — such as seeing another idol
of mine Jimmer Fredette take BYU to the sweet 16 and winning the Naismith player of the year award — have helped
me realize something: I want to aspire to do incredible
things in my life, just like these guys.
Deven Thompkins, a junior wide receiver at Utah State,
recently mentioned that when he erupted for an 80-yard
touchdown run in his first football game at seven years old,
he realized “this is what I love to do more than anything in
this world.” That moment ignited his desire to be up there
with Jerry Rice and Deon Sanders as the greatest player to
ever play the game, as he views them and has done since
childhood.
Seeing childhood idols succeed for me — or for others,
personal athletic success — helps to realize from a young
age that great things, inordinary feats of success, can be
obtained with the appropriate amount of commitment.
Sports is: A social bridge
Serving my mission in Argentina, there were several cul-

tural and social barriers that prevented me from naturally
connecting with people. I found that talking soccer with
them, asking them which local team they favored or how
they felt Argentina was doing on the international stage,
broke down the invisible barrier and made them comfortable enough to discuss things of greater consequence.
Pope Francis, an Argentine, once said, “Sport is not only
a form of entertainment but also — and above all I would
say — a tool to communicate values that promote the good
that is in humans.”
Sports is: A brotherhood
It’s not uncommon that in high school and early adulthood relationships can evolve, some will mature and some
will dissolve, that’s just the result when people have diverging paths. Time is limited and priorities can change.
However, one thing was a glue that kept my friends and I
constantly united: The Utah Jazz. Gathering at each other’s
homes to watch the games was a uniter, keeping “the boys”
all linked together. Moments like dog piling after Joe Johnson hit a buzzer-beater to beat the Los Angeles Clippers in

Sports is: A heartbreaker
Sure, it’s shallow to compare letdowns from your sports teams to unfortunate events in
real life. But when I was 11 years old, that line was blurred, resulting in much distress when
things didn’t go my way.
My beloved Texas Rangers found itself leading the St. Louis Cardinals 7-5 in the bottom
of the ninth of game six of the 2011 World Series, one strike away from winning it all. On
the possible final pitch, Cardinal David Freese got a hold of a Neftali Feliz fastball and sent
it to deep right field. Trying to chase it down, right fielder Nelson Cruz extended his glove
in an attempt to make the catch, but couldn’t reach it. The ball bounced off the wall and
two runners scored.

Freese would hit a walk off home run to win game six, the Cardinals took game seven
with ease. The Rangers lost the World Series, crushing my aspirations and sending me into
tears. Oddly enough, as time goes on I’ve grown to value the occurrence, as it has taught
me a simple yet powerful lesson: Things don’t always work out the way you want them to,
and that’s ok.
Sports is: A moment in time
Sandwhiched in-between the day-to-day grind, specific occurrences can impact the way
we perceive or recall episodes of our life. Sports can serve us these moments, in all the
aforementioned ways: by inspiring us, connecting us to others, or breaking our hearts. But
the best moments are the simple ones, served up in an unbridled, joyful fashion.
Which brings us to last March in Las Vegas.
Tied at 56 with seconds remaining in the Mountain West Championship game, Utah State
guard Sam Merrill had the ball in his hands and stared down San Diego State’s KJ Feagin,
looking to hit a shot that would cement his team’s spot in the NCAA tournament. In what
would ultimately be the senior’s final offensive play in an Aggie uniform, he went to his left,
stepped back, and drilled a 26 foot three-pointer for the win.
Being an Aggie student, journalist and fan, it was an iconic moment to witness in person,
bringing a surge of adrenaline that I’ll remember forever. In the days that followed, the ongoing coronavirus pandemic forced the NCAA to cancel the tournament and with it, Utah
State’s chances of winning their first tournament game since 2001 ended as well. But that
shot will live on, a poetic finish to Merrill’s Aggie career and USU’s season, and for me, a
wonderful moment in time.
@jacobnielson12 | sports@usustatesman.com

PHOTO by Isaac Brekken/AP Photo
Utah State reacts after Sam Merrill (5) sunk a 3-point basket against San Diego State for the Mountain
West Conference men’s tournament championship Saturday, March 7, 2020, in Las Vegas.

Jacob Nielson is a junior journalism major
at Utah State University who enjoys watching
sports, running and his Aggies.
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the first game of the Jazz’s first playoff appearance in five years; or assembling to watch
rookie sensation Donovan Mitchell drop 38 points in a closeout playoff game against the
Oklahoma City Thunder.
Following sports closely with others can grow and maintain cherished friendships.
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Anderson, bench spark second half flurry
as Utah State takes down Fresno State

W

hen Alphonso Anderson checked into the
game with 13:37 left to play, the contest was
still competitive, with the Aggies leading by
just 11. A little more than a minute later, Anderson was
off and running on a Utah State fast break, quickly settling in the corner and in the perfect position to receive
a pass from a teammate and bury a three.
Anderson was the spark Utah State men’s basketball
needed to break away from a close first half and finish
the game out-scoring Fresno State by 12 points en route
to a 69-53 victory. The senior forward scored all 13 of
his points in the final period, leading the Aggies’ bench
to 32 points in the contest.
“I thought he just had a good look to him,” Utah State
head coach Craig Smith said. “It’s hard to explain what
that means to you guys, but when you’re around someone so much, you just know it when you see it.”
Anderson wasn’t the team’s leading scorer on the
night, however, junior center Neemias Queta had an
improved second half as well to lead him to a teamhigh 14 points, 12 in the final period. Freshman guard
Steven Ashworth was the third and final Aggie to reach
double-figures scoring, he finished the night with 10
points and also came off the bench.
“Our bench was outstanding tonight,” Smith said.
“Fonz (Anderson) has been playing a lot better in practice and games the past few weeks and we need that
out of him.”
Utah State jumped out to a 5-0 lead within the opening minute, but Fresno State quickly responded. Within a matter of minutes the lead was shortened to two
— 12 to 10 — and the Bulldogs were finding space in
the paint to work, pitting one seven-footer against the
other underneath the basket. The Aggies and Bulldogs
are two of just three teams in the NCAA to carry three

PHOTO COURTESY of Eli Lucero/AP Photo

PHOTO COURTESY of USU Athletics/Wade Denniston

seven-footers on the roster; that inside challenge made
Utah State perk up and change the way it played slightly on defense. But they relished the challenge, according to sophomore center Trevin Dorius.
“I think it’s a lot of fun to play against a team like
Fresno State, just because they have a lot of size, which
is rare in our conference,” Dorius said. “It’s a change of
pace for sure. Tonight we had an emphasis to move the
ball and play with each piece of our offense. When we
do that, it’s super helpful.”
The team focused on giving Queta a lot of touches in
the first half, which as Dorius explained, forces the defense to collapse and opens up options across the floor
for players to get open. Smith has praised his team —
the big men especially — for their ability to pass out of
double teams this season. At times, the Aggies can be
inconsistent from three-point range, but that wasn’t the
case on the night; Utah State shot 42.9% from deep in
this game on 6-14 shooting, both Anderson and fellow
bench catalyst Ashworth had a team-high two threes.
Fresno State freshman center Braxton Meah went
3-for-3 from the field in the first half for seven points
and combined well with senior forward Christian Gray
who had nine points in the game. However, once Utah
State’s defense was able to become more effective at
limiting the points in the paint, the Bulldogs struggled

and no player reached double-digits in scoring, the
first time a Utah State opponent has failed to do so all
season. Nonetheless, the battle lasted for much of the
game, something that was still present in the mind of
the head coach after the game ended.
“These guys were 7-1 at home, have been out-scoring
people by 15 a game at home,” Smith said. “It wasn’t a
painting by Van Gogh, it looked more like me drawing
stick men. Credit them.”
Less than 48 hours from the conclusion of Thursday
night’s game, the Aggies and Bulldogs will meet again
in the Save Mart Center as the Mountain West continues with its condensed and precaution laden schedule
because of the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.
@dren_sports
—sports@usustatesman.com
Dalton is a senior journalism student at Utah State
University with an emphasis
in broadcast and media
production.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive

Miscellaneous

DONATE YOUR CAR TO
UNITED BREAST CANCER FOUNDATION! Your
donation helps education,
prevention & support programs. FAST FREE PICKUP
- 24 HR RESPONSE - TAX
DEDUCTION 1-855-5072691

DISH Network. $64.99
for 190 Channels! Blazing
Fast Internet, $19.99/mo.
(where available.) Switch
& Get a FREE $100 Visa
Gift Card. FREE Voice Remote. FREE HD DVR. FREE
Streaming on ALL Devices.
Call today! 1-866-360-6959

DONATE YOUR CAR OR
TRUCK TO HERITAGE FOR
THE BLIND. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax Deductible,
Free Towing, All Paperwork
Taken Care Of. CALL 1-855408-2196

INVENTORS - FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE Have
your product idea developed affordably by the
Research & Development
pros and presented to manufacturers. Call 1-877-6495574 for a Free Idea Starter
Guide. Submit your idea
for a free consultation.

Financial
Donate your car, truck or
van. Help veterans find
jobs or start a business.
Call Patriotic Hearts Foundation. Fast, FREE pick-up.
Max tax-deduction. Operators are standing by! Call
1-866-983-3647
Health & Nutrition
Portable Oxygen Concentrator May Be Covered by
Medicare! Reclaim independence and mobility
with the compact design
and long-lasting battery of
Inogen One. Free information kit! Call 877-691-4639

DIRECTV - Every live
football game, every Sunday - anywhere - on your
favorite device. Restrictions
apply. Call IVS - 1-833-5996474
HughesNet Satellite Internet - 25mbps starting at
$49.99/mo! Get More Data
FREE Off-Peak Data. FAST
download speeds. WiFi
built in! FREE Standard
Installation for lease customers! Limited Time, Call
1-844-294-9882
Earthlink High Speed Internet. As Low As $14.95/
month (for the first 3
months.) Reliable High

Dental Insurance

Speed Fiber Optic Technology. Stream Videos, Music
and More! Call Earthlink
Today 1-844-240-1769
DIRECTV NOW. No Satellite
Needed. $40/month. 65
Channels. Stream Breaking
News, Live Events, Sports
& On Demand Titles. No
Annual Contract. No Commitment. CALL 1-844-4353985
Two great new offers from
AT&T Wireless! Ask how to
get the new iPhone 11 or
Next Generation Samsung
Galaxy S10e ON US with
AT&T’s Buy one, Give One
offer. While supplies last!
CALL 1-855-916-3098
Up to $15,000.00 of GUARANTEED Life Insurance!
No medical exam or health
questions. Cash to help
pay funeral and other final
expenses.Call Physicians
Life Insurance Company877-250-4436 or visit www.
Life55plus.info/utah

CARTOON BY Keith Wilson

Yard & Landscaping
Eliminate gutter cleaning
forever! LeafFilter, the most
advanced debris-blocking
gutter protection. Schedule
a FREE LeafFilter estimate
today. 15% off Entire
Purchase. 10% Senior &
Military Discounts. Call
1-844-909-2398

Last week’s solution:

Get the dental care you deserve with dental insurance
from Physicians Mutual Insurance Company. It can help
cover the services you’re most likely to use —

Cleanings

X-rays

Fillings

Crowns

Dentures

Preventive care starts right away
Helps cover over 350 services
Go to any dentist you want – but save more
with one in our network
No deductible, no annual maximum

Call now to get this FREE
Information Kit!

1-888-919-4729
dental50plus.com/utah
Product not available in all states. Includes the Participating Providers and Preventive
Benefits Rider. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type.
Contact us for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not
available in CO, NY; call 1-888-799-4433 or respond for similar offer. Certificate C250A
(ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK;
TN: P150TN). Rider kinds B438/B439.

6154-0120

Sudoku puzzles are provided by
www.sudokuoftheday.com.
Love lifts us up where we belong; all you need is love!
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C CALENDAR
FEB 8 - FEB 13

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Mardi Gras Scotsman’s
Quest
Feb. 8-12
Link on Instagram:
@USUSAEvents

Online Readers Circle
2 p.m.
Logan Library
Virtual Event
http://bit.ly/2O0HXwf

Aggies Be Cookin’ Free
Meal Kit Pickup
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
TSC 332

Aggies Be Cookin’ Free
Meal Kit Pickup
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
TSC 332

Drop-In Resume
Reviews—USU Career
Services
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Feb. 8-12
Virtual Event
http://bit.ly/2MEOlsP

Biology Seminar
Speaker Series: Dr.
Julian Resasco
3:30 p.m.
Virtual Event
http://bit.ly/3jms4Ml

Virtual STEM Fair
3-6 p.m.
Virtual Event
http://bit.ly/3rvWfDN

What is Your Money
Personality Type?
12 p.m.
Virtual Workshop
http://bit.ly/39P9IQV

2/8

Guest Speaker David
Finnegan
5 p.m.
Huntsman Hall
Room 222
Cognitive Behavioral
Techniques for Pain
5 p.m.
Virtual Workshop
http://bit.ly/2YVUXW5
Mardi Gras Virtual
Tarot Card Reading
7-10 p.m.
Link on Instagram:
@USUSAEvents

2/9

Mardi Gras Virtual
Magician
8 p.m.
Link on Instagram:
@USUSAEvents

2/10

2/11

FRIDAY

2/12

The World’s Principled
Leaders: Muhammad
Yunus & David Beasley
8 a.m.
Virtual Event
http://bit.ly/2HkYM2d

SATURDAY

2/13

Eagle and Raptor
Appreciation Day
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Bear River Migratory
Bird Refuge
Virtual Event
http://bit.ly/3rnCwGf

Volleyball at Boise
Women’s Basketball at
State
6 p.m.
Wyoming
Love Yourself Yoga
utahstateaggies.com/watch 2 p.m.
6 p.m.
Mask-erade: Mask up
utahstateaggies.com/watch
Aggie Recreation Center and Make Connections Mardi Gras Dinner & a
Volleyball at Boise
North Courts
6 p.m.
Show
State
http://bit.ly/3aEl6hJ
Eccles Business Building 7 p.m.
Room 209
TSC Ballroom
6 p.m.
Men’s Basketball vs.
http://bit.ly/2O0GAO7 http://bit.ly/2N1cTMk utahstateaggies.com/watch
Wyoming
6 p.m.
Women’s Basketball at The Antics Comedy
Gymnastics vs. Boise
State
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum Wyoming
Improv
7 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Mardi Gras Trivia
utahstateaggies.com/watch The Dansante Theater Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
Night
59 S 100 W
7 p.m.
Mardi Gras Flip Book Logan, UT
TSC Ballroom
Animation Night
http://bit.ly/2N1cTMk 7 p.m.
Men’s Basketball vs.
TSC Ballroom
Wyoming
http://bit.ly/2N1cTMk 8 p.m.
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

ADD YOUR EVENT AT USUSTATESMAN.COM/EVENTS
Deadline for calendar submissions is Thursday at midnight.

